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Introduction

In 2007 and 2008, underestimation of correlations and risks, as well as the misuse
of dependence models, lead to the financial crisis [5]. This highlighted the need
to improve dependence modelling through both the correlation parameter and
choice of model used. Copulas are useful for modelling dependence patterns in
multivariate data, as well as prediction in regression analysis [1].
The problem is that most traditional methods for dealing with complex dependency structures assume a parametric or Gaussian distribution and linear
correlation structure, but these assumptions are often violated in practical applications [3, 8]. Furthermore, the two main approaches to handling outliers or
missing data are to either remove them, or replace them with some other appropriate value, but there are instances, such as in risk-management, where these
anomalous observations are of key importance and cannot be eliminated. In these
cases, appropriate methods are needed to model tail dependencies.
Uncertainty from volatilities, heteroskedasticity, extreme values and missing
observations all contribute to the difficulty of dependency estimation and prediction. While ignoring underlying covariates might yield reasonably accurate
models in some instances, time (as a covariate) has been found to have an influence on copula parameters when modelling financial data, and could therefore
lead to improved prediction and estimation when taken into account [2]. Vine
copulas can be applied to address these problems in the multidimensional case,
where assumptions to deal with the model complexity are relaxed. A vine copula
is a hierarchical factorisation of a high-dimensional copula into the product of
bivariate copula densities.
The first problem in high-dimensional dependence structure models is that
the computational cost of approximation and parameter estimation increases as
the dimension increases [4], making traditional bivariate copula methods, such as
MLE [7] and MCMC [6] practically infeasible. The second problem is that vine
copulas allow for the analysis of multivariate copulas, but due to the complexity
of calculating conditional copulas, the restrictive truncation and simplification
assumptions are often applied. A vine copula is proposed to relax assumptions
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and simplify computation, ultimately leading to a more flexible and reliable
model.
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Methodology

Given the wide variety of available bivariate copula families specifically designed
to model symmetric and asymmetric distributions with central and tail dependencies, copulas are capable of modelling extreme dependencies between variables. A copula can be improved by allowing for underlying variables that influence the strength of dependencies by use of a conditional copula. As a nonparametric approach, a copula process combines a copula and a Gaussian Process
(GP) to allow for non-Gaussian distributions. The GP in turn uses a Bayesian
framework to deal with missing observations, adding extra flexibility to the copula density. A Gaussian process conditional copula can now be built to improve
on the conditional copula [2], using Bayesian non-parametrics to learn the latent
functions that specify the shape of the conditional copulas given the conditioning variables and thereby simplifying computation.
When working with the multivariate case, the Gaussian copula can easily
capture high-dimensional dependence structures, but is unable to capture asymmetric tail dependencies, making it less appropriate for complex dependence
structures. A vine-copula can be applied to model complex dependency structures between multivariate data by decomposing a multivariate copula into a
hierarchy of bivariate copulas. This model provides flexibility in that the bivariate copulas can come from any parametric or non-parametric family and can be
either conditional or unconditional. The decomposition further avoids the computational cost of the dependence optimisation problem in approximations.
The importance of improving the accuracy of dependency modelling in applications such as finance, econometrics, insurance and meteorology is self-evident,
considering the potential risks involved in erroneous estimation and prediction
results. In this work, we investigate the advantages, limitations and differences
of copulas and vine-copulas in complex dependence structures. Prediction and
estimation of complicated dependence structures is expected to improve when
modifying a copula to a vine copula. It is also expected that relaxing the assumptions commonly applied to the vine copula in applications with high-dimensional
dependency structures, such as independence between the conditional copula and
its conditioning variable, will improve model accuracy, since underlying covariates (time in particular) has been found to have an effect on the dependency
structure between the main variables. The investigation of conditional copulas
and copula processes is reserved for future work.
Keywords: Copula · Copula processes · Gaussian processes · Vine copulas ·
Bayesian methods.
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